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Abstract: Text data present in video and images contain useful information for automatic indexing, explanation and structuring of images and is also useful for video information recovery and summarization. This information is extracted through detection, localization and segmentation of the text from a given image, but dissimilarity of text due to differences in style, size direction, alignment and complex background make the problem of automatic text extraction extremely difficult. Many techniques have been proposed to address this problem, and the purpose of this paper is to classify and review these methods and performance evaluation. We propose new methods to detect and extract the text from the video scene and also extract the audio. System is also implemented using Arm 11 microcontroller in which auto and manual mode is used for video and audio selection. The proposed method is strong about the character of different size, color and location. To reduce the processing time superimposed text region update between the frames is also employed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Video editing technology is more developed due to increasing uses of superimposed text inserted into video contents which provides better visual understanding for the viewers. Most propagation of videos tend to increase the use of superimposed text to convey more direct summary of semantics and deliver better viewing experience such as headlines summarize the reports in news videos and subtitles in the documentary drama help viewers understand the content. Videos of sports contain text describing the scores, team, player names or speakers, location, date of an event, etc [1]. In general, Video text can be classified into scene text and overlay text [2]. Scene text naturally occurs in the background as a part of the scene, such as the advertising banners, boards and so on; whereas overlay text is superimposed on the video scene and used to help viewers’ understanding. Since the overlay text is highly structured and compact, it can be used for video indexing and retrieval [3]. However, for video optical character reorganization, overlay text extraction becomes more challenging, compared to the extraction of text for OCR tasks of document images, due to the difficulties resulting from complex background, size, unknown text, and color and so on. Two steps are mainly involved before the overlay text recognition is carried out, which include detection and extraction of overlay text. First, superimposed text regions are differentiated from background. To determine the accurate boundaries of overlay text strings, the detected overlay text regions are refined. Background pixels are removed from the overlay text strings in the extraction step, to generate a binary text image for video OCR. Although many methods have been proposed to detect and extract the video text, small number of method can effectively deal with different shape, color and multilingual text.

We propose a new superimposed detection and extraction method to detect and extract text using Arm 11 microcontroller. First, we generate the detection algorithm to detect text of any online video or image using auto and manual mode. After the detection, text from image or video is extracted through extraction algorithm and obtained result will be displayed on LCD.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The main objective of the proposed system is to extract the text from videos and images. The extracting text from videos comprises many stages namely text detection, text localization and text extraction. The text detection is used to
III. PROPOSED METHODS

Text detection and extraction from video and images is become an raising area in the field of information resources relevant to an information need from a collection of information resources to solve the fundamental problem of content based video information retrieval. Detection and extraction of text helps to understand the video content with the help of text recognition using optical character recognition (OCR).

A) Text detection method

Text detection is mainly used for finding only text in the image region that can be easily highlighted to the user. Text can be detected by manipulating the different properties of text characters such as vertical edge density, edge orientation variance or the texture. Two main problems of text detection are: 1) How to avoid performing computational intensive classification on whole image. 2) How to reduce difference of character size. To address these problems, we propose new text detection method that successfully detect superimposed text regions regardless of color, position, size, style, and contrast and also exist different size of texts mixed in each image frame. Overall procedure of the proposed detection method is shown in fig.1.

According to rule of thumb, if the background of superimposed text is dark, then the superimposed text tends to be bright and vice-versa, due to this transient colors between superimposed text and its adjacent background is exist. Therefore, there is logarithmic change in intensity at the boundary of superimposed text [4]. The transition map can be used as a useful indicator for the superimposed text region. Linked map is generated first for the generation of the connected components. If the threshold value is greater than the connected component, they are removed. The TH value is generally selected by observing the minimum size of superimposed text region. Then that connected component is reshaped to have smooth boundaries [7]. The next step to determine the real superimposed text region
depends on the aspect ratio of text region. For better accurate text extraction the overlay text region or the bounding box obtained is needs to be refined. Once the superimposed text regions are detected in the current frame, then to take advantage of continuity of superimposed text between consecutive frames for the text region detection of the next frame [5]. If the difference obtained by XOR of current transition map and previous transition map, is smaller than a predefined value, the superimposed text regions of previous frame are directly applied as the detection result without further refinement.

B) Text Extraction Method

Text extraction is used for converting the greyscale image of a text region into the ready binary image in which all picture elements of characters are in black and others are in white. Three main problem of text extraction are: 1) the unknown color polarity means whether text is light or dark 2) complex background and 3) various stroke widths. To address these problems we propose new text extraction system. Overall procedure of text extraction system is shown in fig.2.

Fig.2. Procedure of proposed extraction method [7]

The text extraction methods fall into two groups namely stroke based and color-based methods. The refined superimposed text region is converted into a binary image in which all picture elements consisting of superimposed text are highlighted and others are inhabited. Since First, each superimposed text region is expanded wider by two pixels to develop the continuity of background. Expanded outer region is denoted by ER. In next step comparison of picture element inside the text region and the pixels in ER are done, so that pixels connected to the expanded region can be eliminated [6]. The text region is denoted as TR and the expanded text region as ETR. Next, adaptive shareholding based on sliding window is performed in the horizontal and the vertical directions with different window sizes, respectively. Finally, corrected characters are obtained from each superimposed text region by the inward filling [7].
Block diagram of the system is shown in fig.3

We implement hardware to detect and extract data from images and video. The implemented system is operated in two modes namely auto mode and manual mode. These two modes are mainly used for the selection of online or stored video or audio on PC. In auto mode stored or any online video or audio on PC is selected then in order to detect text on that video, it is divided into frames and then detected and extracted by using proposed methods; whereas in manual mode online video or any stored video on PC is manually selected for text detection and extraction. ARM 11 microcontroller is interface with PC. Arm 11 is a family of ARM architecture 32-bit RISC microprocessor cores. VB.net is used for coding on Arm 11 microcontroller and VB.net is used for data extraction and finally the obtained result will be displayed on LCD. External memory is used for storing the obtained result.

V. CONCLUSION

A new method for text detection and extraction from videos and images is proposed in this paper. System is implemented using Arm 11 microcontroller. Two modes are mainly used for the images and video selection which includes auto and manual mode. Video is split into frames and key frames obtained. Text region indicator is developed to compute the text existing confidence and candidate region by performing binarization. C or C compiler is used for coding on Arm 11 microcontroller and VB.net is used for data extraction and finally the obtained result will be displayed on LCD. Various videos have been tested for validating the performance of our detection and extraction method. The proposed method is mostly applicable for real time applications. To expand the algorithm for more advanced and intelligent application, our future work is to detect and extract the moving superimposed text.
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